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Will Congress Just Fund the IRS Already?
And here we are. Again the IRS, is getting the shaft. The president wants to cut the
IRS’s, already thin budget, by $234 million. You would think that a tax accountant
would be happy about this. However, I have been here since 1994, I have seen the ...
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And here we are. Again the IRS, is getting the shaft. The president wants to cut the
IRS’s, already thin budget, by $234 million. You would think that a tax accountant
would be happy about this. However, I have been here since 1994, I have seen the
IRS’s budget get drastically cut before. I wanted to take a moment to tell Congress
what is on the other side.

In the United States, we have a “voluntary” tax system. What that means, is that we
voluntarily pay our taxes, and we reconcile the amounts we paid to our actual tax
liability. We �le a tax return in April, showing the amount of income we made and
our deductions. If there is a balance due, we voluntarily pay that amount. The US
Government calls the tax money that we pay, “revenue.” Not to mention, outside of
the ma�a, the Internal Revenue Service is THE most notorious collection agency in
the world.

In fact, there is a whole industry that revolves around mediating between the
taxpayer and the tax agency. What I am getting to is that the president is supposed to
be the most successful businessperson in the US. Anyone that runs their own
business knows that if your company, or in this case the country, depends on
“revenue” to run, you have a collection and enforcement division, that your
customer, or in this case the taxpayer, is inately scared of, why would you cut their
funding? Here is the problem. Because we have a voluntary tax system, it is open for
many different things that could be stopped. However, if there is no enforcement
then, compliance will either be lackadaisical, or nonexistent.

For the last two years, we have been living with the IRS, whose budget is already cut,
and I have felt the backlash. I have represented thousands of clients before the IRS.
For the last two years, and especially in the last year, I have experienced the worst
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service from Revenue Of�cers (RO), Revenue Agents (RA), Appeals Of�cers (AO), even
the police of the IRS, the Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS).

For instance, I have a client, that is a friend, that I am trying to help out. He had a
bad accountant, that gave him really bad advice, and he ended up owing about
$150,000 to the IRS. He is retired, and was forced out of retirement to make money so
that he can live. I don’t �le offers in compromises (OIC) all the time, because of the
contingent jeopardy that you can cause the taxpayer. However, this was a time when
it was supposed to be a slam dunk. He owes more on his house than it is worth, has
four loans on vehicles, and frankly is insolvent. The income that he earns, goes
directly to pay bills. We offered $4,000. The OIC worked its way through the system,
was rejected, I appealed, and it was sent to the �eld of�ce. When it was at the
Maitland Campus (a suburb of Orlando), I worked with the AO, and she accepted the
offer, pending proof of expenses. My client pays all of his expenses on a credit card,
which he pays off every month. I explain this to the AO, and she asks for the
statements.

Let me explain for a second that I don’t blame the AO on this one. If you took
Economics, the best way that I can explain this concept is using the Law of
Deminshing Returns. With the Law of Deminishing Returns, a business, can only
grow, produce, or whatever so much. Eventually, you reach a point where you are
producing more, and making less money. The reason for this is that unless something
changes, like technology, or something, a person can only produce so much before
the quality, diminishes. For example, one staff accountant can handle about 200
monthly, and quarterly write up accounts. They can handle so many, because of
technology. They no longer have to manually enter transactions, they are
automatically fed in through the cloud based accounting system. The staff
accountant simply accepts transactions, makes adjustments, and they are done. Even
the most complicated accounts take someone about an hour to do. Back in the day, it
would take the same person about a day to do the same account.

How this relates to the IRS, is this AO, is working about 150 cases at one time. They
normally work about 50 at one time. When I sent these credit card statements, that
were asked for, the AO thinks I am adding credit card debt to the OIC. As we all know,
credit card debt is not taken into account on an OIC. A month later, we receive a
letter from the AO, denying the OIC, because credit card debt, as I told you, is not
added to an OIC. She had forgotten, or never took notes, the conversation that we
had.
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I appeal the amount owed, and it just gets worse. Here is something that has
happened to me about three or four times recently. When you represent someone,
you have a Central Authorization File (CAF). To access your �le, you are issued a CAF
number. With this CAF number, the IRS can access things like your address,
telephone number, fax number, and any other information. An agent or of�cer with
the IRS, is supposed to check that �le before they make contact with the
representative. I have a special direct line, dedicated for the purpose of representation
before the IRS or ANY taxing authority. No one has that number, except the IRS. I
travel a lot, and that phone always goes with me. When I appeal this, the collections
AO, simply Googles my name, and calls the of�ce number. The of�ce number goes
directly to an automated system, and someone leaves a message. This AO, schedules
an appeals meeting, I was in LA, and I waited by my phone. No call ever came, so I
checked my email. Our system sends messages to our email, and there is a message
from this AO. I call this guy back, eight times that day, leaving a message, with the
correct number all eight times. I never get a call back. The AO simply sends a letter,
denying this claim. I call the AO, no answer, leave another message. I then send a fax,
and a certi�ed letter to the AO.

I have no idea which method of contact works, but one day I get a call on my direct
line from this AO. I am in San Francisco. The following Monday, I have a third
surgery on my back scheduled. I repeat to the AO, over and over again, that I can do
the appeal three days after my surgery. Explain the phone number. The AO writes the
number down. I tell him about surgery, and how if he calls the of�ce, I won’t be
there. I think that is message received. I follow up with a certi�ed letter to him,
stating the same information that I reiterated in the phone call. You’ll never guess
what happened. This guy, seriously calls the of�ce line again. And back on the merry
go round.

Now, I am doing this as a favor to this guy, however put yourself in his shoes. We are
desensitized to IRS letters. However, as I stated earlier, most people freak out when
they get a letter from the IRS. Remember he is getting the same letters as I am getting,
and when he does, he freaks out. Sends me a text on the weekend, completely
freaking out. So, I have my Sunday ruined talking this guy off the ledge. Where do we
go from here? I am in the middle of �ling a Tax Court Petition to protect his rights,
and contacting the TAS. This isn’t the �rst time this has happened to me in two years.
In fact, it has happened so much, that I only represent someone, when I have to.

Another thing to think about. We are in an industry where someone doesn’t have to
have a license, not to mention there is hardly any oversight, so ANYONE can call
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themselves an accountant, and start promoting tax evasion strategies, disguised as
tax avoidance. They can charge whatever they want to construct these plans. The
client goes along with this, because these returns that are �led, go right through the
system. Even returns that are extremely obvious, never get looked at more than once.
The client thinks they have found the key to taxes. The legitimate, EA, or CPA, has to
now compete with this person. The reason this occurs is there is no enforcement.
The IRS, is spread so thin that this promoter is replicated so many times, until the IRS
gets fully funded, and then this promoter is long gone, leaving us to pick up the
pieces. Not to mention, the client to pay the bill.

What can �x all of this mess? It can be �xed with more money to either hire more
people, or invest in technology. At least give the Service the tools to do more with
less. None of that is being done. The IRS is simply left trying their best to enforce,
collect, and everything else, with no money to invest in technology that can bring
the agency into the 21st Century, or manpower to get the job done right.

Seriously, I am used to complaining about the IRS for this or that. This time, I am on
the IRS’s side. Even wrote a letter to my Senator and Congressperson discussing the
same issue. I invite the reader to do the same. This is horrible for business. Congress,
please just fully fund the IRS.

 

———–
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